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SUMMARY

Data abundance poses the need for powerful and easy to use tools that support processing large amounts
of data. MapReduce has been increasingly adopted for over a decade by many companies, and more
recently it has attracted the attention of an increasing number of researchers in several areas. One main
advantage is that the complex details of parallel processing, such as complex network programming, task
scheduling, data placement, and fault tolerance are hidden in a conceptually simple framework. MapReduce
is supported by mature software technologies for deployment in data centers such as Hadoop. As MapReduce
becomes popular for high performance applications, many questions arise concerning its performance
and efficiency. In this paper we demonstrated formally lower bounds on the isoefficiency function for
MapReduce applications, when these applications can be modeled as BSP jobs. We also demonstrate how
communication and synchronization costs can be dominant for MapReduce computations, and discuss
the conditions under which such scalability limits are valid. To our knowledge, this is the first study
that demonstrates scalability bounds for MapReduce applications. We also discuss how some MapReduce
implementations such as Hadoop can mitigate such costs to approach linear, or near-to-linear speedups.
Copyright c© 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the amount of data produced, stored, and processed has significantly
increased. In December 2012, IDC published a report [43] which estimates that from 2005 to 2020
the "digital universe” (that is, all the digital data created, replicated and consumed) will grow from
130 Exabytes to 40,000 Exabytes (i.e., 1018 bytes), doubling roughly every two years. The digital
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universe is made up of Web related data such as user activity traces and user generated data, different
types of documents uploaded to the Web, images and videos recorded on mobile phones uploaded to
Web applications such as YouTube, digital movies for high-definition TVs, banking data swiped in
ATMs, security footage at airports and major events such as the Olympic Games, subatomic particle
collisions recorded by the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, transponders recording highway tolls,
voice calls zipping through digital phone lines, message texts, genome datasets (including private
individual data), and many others. It is worth noticing that most of such data will be unstructured
content, which require a large effort to analyze.

Scientists and engineers in many areas are becoming increasingly reliant on the storage and
processing of massive data collections, which has been dubbed as the Fourth Paradigm [42]. Data
explosion is a phenomenon witnessed in many areas. For instance the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
one of the most powerful instruments ever built to investigate matter, deploys 150 million sensors,
delivering data 40 million times per second. Only working with less than 0.001% of the sensor
stream data, LHC produced 25 Petabytes each year before replication (as of 2012). This becomes
nearly 200 PB after replication. Examples abound in areas such as environmental and climate
research, astronomy, healthcare, brain studies, and many others [42].

An interesting application area is genomics, where computational methods of data analysis
provide the means of formulating novel hypotheses [49]. The sequencing of genomes is a pioneering
application of Big Data. A single human genome is composed of about 3 billion base pairs of
DNA, and Next-generation sequencing technologies make complete sequencing of genomes at large
scale feasible in terms of cost and time. Large-scale characterization of the human genome involves
the generation and interpretation of an enormous volume of data, on an unprecedented scale, and
one of the potential benefits is personalized medicine for cancer patients [13]. Indeed, it is worth
emphasizing that currently there are dozens of Mapreduce applications available to process genomic
data in the cloud [69].

On a more day-to-day side, we are both consumers and contributors to the ever increasing data
produced from massive Web applications such as social networks and search engine services.
Experts conjecture that in the last decade the Web has been continuously expanding so that its
overall size is doubled every six to eight months, while there are large population countries where
Internet access is still below 20%.

Data abundance poses the need for powerful and easy to use tools that support storage,
transmission, and processing of large amounts of data. MapReduce is a widely accepted
programming model and an associated implementation framework for parallel processing over
large amounts of data. It was originally proposed by Google [17] as a result of the experience
acquired after implementing a large number of special-purpose off line applications that process
large amounts of raw data, such as crawled documents, Web request logs, and many others. Usually
such computations manipulate huge input datasets which are partitioned and distributed across
dozens to thousands of machines in order to complete their processing in a reasonable time.

Later Yahoo! developed a powerful MapReduce execution platform called Hadoop which has
become widely used by practitioners. It is an open source implementation of MapReduce, supported
and distributed by Apache [5, 82, 83]. Currently, more frameworks implement MapReduce
model, such as the AppEngine-MapReduce, an open-source library for executing MapReduce-style
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computations on the Google App Engine platform [35], and Amazon Elastic MapReduce, a Web
service that supports the execution of MapReduce applications on its EC2 infrastructure [24].

The reported practice and experience show us that the MapReduce model of computation enables
effective parallel processing of huge data sets on unprecedented scale. For instance, in 2008
MapReduce was used by Google to process more than 20 petabytes of data per day [18]. In the
same year, Facebook reported the use of a large Hadoop cluster processing 21 Petabytes of stored
data and running over 60 thousand tasks over 2000 machines with 22400 processing cores (1200
eight-core machines and 800 16-cores machines) [29].

The model encapsulates the 90’s principles believed to be the most suitable ones to help users
who are not specialists in parallel computing to handle and process huge volume of data in a way
that is simple to understand and implement. It presents a programming abstraction that contains
a well-defined computation and communication pattern, and it is supported by mature software
technologies for deployment in data centers such as Hadoop, which provides distributed file system
facilities to handle the data and makes the usually involved details of data distribution and parallel
programming transparent to the user. Hadoop also provides facilities for automatic job scheduling,
data placement and replication, fault tolerance, and in general it hides system issues associated with
the efficient execution of large applications on data centers.

Certainly the MapReduce model is not intended to be suitable for all kind of applications but it is
able to embody a large number of practical applications. Typically these applications are featured by
a data set of sizeN that can be split in P chunks of sizeN/P , where P is the number of participating
processors, and most of the processing can be made locally on the N/P -sized pieces of data in
parallel. Many experimental studies have shown that these applications are capable of achieving
higher performance than a single processor realization of the computational task performed on
the data. Given that the design goals of platforms like Hadoop are to provide a general purpose
abstraction to the user, speedups with respect to the sequential program should not be expected to
be optimal in the sense that the computational task executed on P processors should run P times
faster than on a single processor. In many scenarios, the experiments with real data show quite the
opposite.

In this context, given the particular ways in which the MapReduce model organizes computation
and communication, we believe it is relevant to study how efficiently the model is able to scale
up with the number of processors in terms of speedup as the problem size N and number of
processors P scale up. To the best of our knowledge, a rigorous analysis of scalability has not
been accomplished. Since MapReduce becomes popular for high performance applications, many
questions arise concerning its performance and efficiency. For instance, how many machines can
be effectively used by an application? What amount of the overall computation can be efficiently
performed by one single application on a platform with P machines? Which factors impact its
scalability? In the best case, which asymptotic behavior can be expected in terms of scalability for
a given application/platform pair? Under which conditions such optimal behavior can be achieved?
This paper aims at evaluating the scalability of MapReduce/Hadoop applications, in particular when
these applications can be modeled as Bulk Synchronous Parallelism (BSP) [81] jobs.

BSP was adopted to model MapReduce computations due to its great simplicity, power,
and portability to model a wide variety of parallel computations executing on shared-nothing
multiprocessor hardware. Also, BSP model prescribes that the next superstep only starts after
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completion of the barrier synchronization at the end of the previous superstep. This synchronous
behavior allows BSP to mimic MapReduce computations, whose reduce tasks cannot execute until
the last output key-value pair is emitted by the map tasks.

The main contributions of this paper include:

• From the theoretical perspective, we provide a BSP-based cost model and scalability analysis
with asymptotic bounds for the isoefficiency of single round MapReduce computations;

• We identify the conditions (i.e., setup for the application and platform) under which the
maximum scalability can be achieved. This study provides insights for application designers
to devise more efficient and scalable applications

• A simulation-based study on the scalability of MapReduce applications running on real
frameworks like Hadoop. Our study provides useful capacity planning tool for practitioners
and administrators to predict performance and scalability for applications under many
different scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview about existing
related work is presented. A brief review on MapReduce, BSP, and scalability analysis is presented
in Section 3. Section 4 presents the main assumptions which provide the basis for the scalability
analysis presented in Sections 5 and 6. A BSP cost model for MapReduce computations is presented
in Section 5. In Section 6, a demonstration on how communication and synchronization costs can be
dominant for MapReduce computations based on BSP is presented. Section 7 presents experimental
results on the scalability of Hadoop applications. In Section 8, the validity and scope of both
theoretical and experimental results are discussed. Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section
9.

2. RELATED WORK

MapReduce is a powerful programming paradigm for processing large amounts of data which has
increasingly been adopted for near one decade by many companies [18]. It was proposed by Google
as a way to distribute computational tasks which are run over large datasets. Over the years, it
has attracted the attention of an increasing number of researchers from several areas. One main
advantage is that the complex details of parallel processing, and network programming, are hidden
in a conceptually simple framework. MapReduce has been integrated as a core component in various
projects towards novel, alternative data analysis systems [2, 11]. Some good surveys are presented
by Doulkeridis et al. [23] and Sakr et al. [72].

Dittrich et al. present Hadoop++ [21], which includes additional functions designed to improve
run time of tasks related to indexing and join processing. Later, the authors present HAIL [22]
devised to improve Hadoop++ by reducing the index creation times using the replicas maintained
in Hadoop by default for fault-tolerance. Nykiel et al. [66] present the MRShare framework, which
transforms a batch of queries into a new batch that will be executed by merging jobs into groups
and evaluating each group as a single query. Elghandour et al. [26] present ReStore which is an
extension of Pig that re-uses intermediate results.
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Jahani et al. [45] propose to use Manimal [9], which automatically analyzes the programming
logic of MapReduce programs and applies appropriate optimizations. Herodotou et al. [41] present
the What-If engine composed by a cost-based optimizer and a profiler used to collect detailed
statistical information.

In [25], Ekanayake et al. present Twister, a lightweight MapReduce implementation with a set
of extensions and architectural improvements that led to performance improvements over Hadoop.
Among these improvements, Twister distinguishes between static and dynamic data in each iteration
and supports long running (cacheable) tasks with static data that can be cached for performance. It
also uses publish and subscribe messaging for the communication and data transfer that is more
efficient than transferring data over the file system.

Regarding the imbalance in the workload of machines, Gufler et al. in [38] propose to estimate
the cost of the tasks that are distributed to the reducers. Le et al. [57] presents a scheme that
examines keys in a continuous fashion and assigns tasks to reducers with constrained version
of the online minimum makespan problem [28]. Kolb et al. [51] propose and evaluate two load
balancing approaches called BlockSplit and PairRange which are capable of dealing with skewed
data distributions. The SkewTune system implemented by Kwon et al. [55] re-assign tasks, when a
machine becomes idle, to fully utilize the machine in the cluster.

If the map function is slow, the whole running time will be affected. To overcome this problem,
the works presented by Mohamed et al. [64, 65] propose MapReduce overlapping using MPI. These
works present an adapted structure of the MapReduce programming model, where the map and the
reduce functions run concurrently in parallel by exchanging partial intermediate data between them
using MPI. In other words, the shuffling phase is merged with the mapping phase and reduce tasks
do not wait until the map tasks finish their work. Experiments report good speedup.

There are various works dedicated to analyze the performance and efficiency of MapReduce.
McCreadieIn et al. [62] implement and compare four text distributed indexing strategies and their
scalability on the Terrier IR platform [68], with 30 processing machines. Experimental results show
sublinear speedups. Similarly, the authors in [63] adapt the single-pass indexing [40] for MapReduce
where posting lists are compressed to minimize the data that is transferred between map and reduce
tasks. Results show that the performance of MapReduce scales close to linearly. Akritidis et al. [4]
propose using MapReduce to compute metrics which evaluate the research activity of a scientist
when data is huge and cannot be handled efficiently by a single workstation.

A performance study on Hadoop implementation of MapReduce is presented in [47]. The authors
analyze how different factors such as I/O mode, indexing, data parsing, grouping scheme, etc.,
affects the performance of Hadoop. Experiments conducted on a 100-node cluster of Amazon EC2
showed that direct I/O outperforms streaming I/O by 10%. Additionally, by enabling an index,
the selection task of MapReduce improves by a factor of 2.5 and the join task is improved by a
factor of 10. The work in [19] evaluated the MongoDB, which is a NoSQL datastore, with Hadoop.
Scalability and fault tolerance are the main metrics used for performance evaluation. The work
in [39] analyze the scalability of MapReduce by executing the TeraSort benchmark on a 200-node
cluster of Amazon EC2. Results show that superlinear speedup reaches a maximum value. However,
these works present only experimental results and no cost analysis is given.

In previous work [77, 74, 75], we studied the scalability of Bag-of-Tasks applications executing
on master-slave platforms with a centralized data repository to distribute input files to be processed,
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under several circumstances and different communication infrastructures. In a subsequent paper, we
demonstrated that scalability bounds for the execution of Bag-of-Tasks applications on hierarchical
platforms can be one order of magnitude [16].

2.1. Modeling MapReduce Applications

A rigorous analysis of the capabilities and limitations of MapReduce should start by putting it on a
strong theoretical framework. One of the earliest theoretical models for parallel computing is PRAM
[32]. Although PRAM allows to focus on a few essential characteristics of parallel computing, it
assumes that the cost for communication operations is similar to elementary computations, and the
number of processors is unlimited. Both are unrealistic assumptions for current parallel computers.
A further and more appropriate model for parallel computing is Bulk Synchronous Parallelism
(BSP) [81], which can be regarded as an abstract model for the hardware and software of parallel
computing that is both architecture-independent and scalable [79].

The coarse-grained multicomputer (CGM) [20] model is an extension of BSP which assumes p
processors, each one with O(N/P ) local memory and the size of the input N much larger than P .
Then, it restricts the local memory access and the communication to O(N/P ) making it suitable for
well-balanced applications.

A pioneer work to model MapReduce was proposed by Feldman et al. in [31]. In this work,
authors define a subclass of applications named massive, unordered and distributed algorithms
(MUD) for processing data streams and assume exponential computation cost due to the use of
Stavitch’s theorem. The model is too restrictive in the type of algorithms that can be designed
because it is limited to one MapReduce round and input is assumed to come from separate streams.
It also puts limits to memory size or I/O size for reducers.

In a further work, Karloff et al. proposed a model of computation for MapReduce [48]. The mode
better captures some specifics of MapReduce (compared to Feldman’s model), since it can have
multiple rounds. However, they limit the number of processors of the architecture. Also, the size
of input and output of reducers is limited to O(N1−ε) for some small constant ε > 0, so that the
memory of each reducer and the memory of each map are both limited to O(logN)-words. Such
limitations make the model more complicate and less generic.

In [34], Goodrich et al. describe some MapReduce algorithms by applying BSP and CRCW
PRAM models. This work differs from the previous in the way communication cost is calculated.
It proves that every BSP algorithm can be implemented as MapReduce using the reduce phase and
setting the map function to the identity. In this case, the size of data received or sent by each reduce
task is limited to an upper bound M on the I/O buffer size for all reducers to enforce parallelism.

One major drawbacks of MapReduce is that jobs must dump data to the distributed file system
before they can be read by the next MapReduce job. To avoid this problem, Fegaras in [30] proposes
to use the BSP model as an alternative to MapReduce.

The HAMA [1] is a general BSP framework running on top of Hadoop. It was developed as a
framework for massive matrix and graph computations using MapReduce and BSP [76]. In addition,
Google’s Pregel [60] is a BSP implementation for graph analysis. An alternative to Pregel, Apache’s
Giraph [33] presents an open-source framework.

More recently, Pace [70] showed that BSP can simulate any MapReduce algorithm with similar
asymptotic cost, as well as any BSP algorithm can be simulated (or implemented) as MapReduce
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framework, highlighting some difficulties in the later case when data should be communicated
between rounds. In this work, no limitation is put on the framework. However, it does not consider
cost of sort/merge in the intermediate phase.

Despite the popularity and wide adoption of MapReduce, and of near one decade of existence
with a huge number of framework implementations and research works, the scalability limits of
MapReduce still remains an open research topic to be addressed. To our knowledge, there is no
rigorous analysis of its scalability limits such as presented in this paper. In fact, the prominence
of MapReduce for parallel computing is a strong motivation to analyze its scalability. Therefore,
this paper presents a relevant step towards modeling and analyzing its scalability limits. In order
to put MapReduce on sound theoretical foundations of parallel computing, a well established
framework such as BSP [81] was employed. BSP was chosen because is a simple and concise
parallel computing model, and has a cost model that makes it simple to design, analyze and optimize
massively parallel algorithms.

3. BACKGROUND

In this section we present a brief review about both MapReduce and the Bulk Synchronous
Parallelism (BSP) model.

3.1. MapReduce Overview

MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation framework for processing
and generating large datasets on potentially large clusters of computers. It was originally proposed
by Google [17] as a result from the experience acquired after implementing a large number of
special-purpose off line applications that process large amounts of raw data, such as crawled
documents, Web request logs, and many others, and to compute various kinds of derived datasets,
such as inverted indices, various representations of the graph structure of Web documents,
summaries of Web pages crawled per host, the set of most frequent queries in a given day, etc.
Usually such computations manipulate huge input datasets which are partitioned and distributed
across hundreds or thousands of machines in order to complete the processing of data in a reasonable
time. Despite its apparent complexity, MapReduce authors, J. Dean and S. Ghemat, observed that
the majority of such applications are conceptually straightforward so that a new programming model
and an implementation framework could be devised, aiming to facilitate the job of parallelizing and
implementing new applications. The goal of it is, thus, to hide details of parallel execution from the
user, who should focus on data processing strategies.

One of the main features of MapReduce model is simplicity. A MapReduce job is a unit of work
to be executed. In summary, it consists of the input data, a map function, a reduce function, and
configuration information. The execution of the job is then automatically parallelized on a large
number of clusters of commodity or cloud environments machines. The basic unit of information is a
< key, value > pair and both the map and reduce functions receive as input a set of < key, value >

pairs. Dean and Ghemawat claim that many applications can be implemented in a natural way
using this programming model [17]. In fact, considerable work have studied join processing
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[67, 59, 84], processing of massive graphs [78, 80, 6], classification and regression [71, 56], and
other algorithmic studies on MapReduce [12, 46, 50].

Basically, the data input is split into M units. Each data unit is processed by a Map task that
invokes the map function. Map tasks are processed in parallel. An intermediate step, named shuffle,
is automatically executed by the runtime system which groups together all intermediate values
associated with the same intermediate key and passes them to the subsequent reduce function. In
the shuffle phase, the intermediate keys are automatically sorted, partitioned into R pieces, and
distributed to the R Reduces tasks that merge all the received data and then invoke the reduce
function. Similarly to the Map tasks, Reduces tasks also execute in parallel. Both the initial input
and the final output of a MapReduce application are stored in a fault tolerant distributed file system,
such as HDFS [5] or Google File System [17]. However, intermediate keys are stored Map tasks’
local disk.

A single MapReduce cycle is shown in Figure 1 with tree Map tasks and 2 Reduce tasks. Notice
that a MapReduce application may be composed of one or more of such cycles.

Split 2

Split 3

Split 1

M1 - 2
M1 - 1Map 1

M2 - 2
M2 - 1Map 2

M3 - 2
M3 - 1Map 3

Part 1

Part 2

Reduce 1shuffle
M1 - 1
M2 - 1
M3 - 1

Reduce 2shuffle
M1 - 2
M2 - 2
M3 - 2

INPUT
OUTPUT

Figure 1. MapReduce cycle

MapReduce frameworks are usually based on a master-slave architecture. A job is submitted by
a user to a master node which selects idle workers and assigns a Map or Reduce task to them.
MapReduce automatically handles failures. If a machine crashes, MapReduce reruns its tasks on a
second machine. Furthermore, if the task is performing poorly, MapReduce runs a speculative copy
of it (also called a backup task) on another machine to finish the computation faster. On the other
hand, master failures are not explicitly managed.
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Currently, there are many frameworks that implement MapReduce model. For instance,
AppEngine-MapReduce is an open-source library for executing MapReduce-style computations
on the Google App Engine platform [35]. Amazon Elastic MapReduce (Amazon EMR) is a Web
service that supports the execution of MapReduce applications on its EC2 infrastructure [24]. Also,
it is possible to deploy local MapReduce clusters with the support of frameworks like Hadoop.

Hadoop Mapreduce [5], [83] is a wide adopted open-source implementation of MapReduce
proposed by Apache which exploits Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Under HDFS,
each file in the system is stored as a collection of equal-sized data blocks and provides high
data availability and reliability through data replication. The replication degree is specified by a
replication factor (3 by default).

To control task execution, Hadoop Mapreduce has a single JobTracker (master process) that
manages job status and performs task scheduling. On each worker machine, a process (TaskTracker)
tracks the available execution slots. In order to overlap computation and I/O, several map and reduce
tasks can concurrently run on each TaskTracker. Hence, whenever a TaskTracker detects an empty
execution slot on its machine, it contacts the JobTracker for a new task assignment. If the latter
concerns a Map task, the JobTracker, taking into consideration the placement of the splits, choose
the task, whose input data (split) is closer to the TaskTracker machine in question. On the other
hand, such a locality approach can not be applied to Reduce tasks.

3.2. The BSP model

Bulk Synchronous Parallelism (BSP) is a model proposed by Valiant [81] for the hardware and
software of parallel computing that is both architecture-independent and scalable [79]. Under
the Bulk Synchronous Parallelism (BSP), a computer can be specified by p processors, each
being capable of performing one elementary operation or accessing a local memory in one time
unit. Processors communicate by sending a data word to every other processor in g time units,
and a barrier mechanism is capable of synchronizing all the processors in l time units. BSP
computation is organized as a sequence of supersteps. During a superstep, the processors may
perform computations on local data and/or send messages to other processors. Messages are
available for processing at their destinations by the next superstep, and each superstep is ended
with the barrier synchronization of the processors. The underlying communication library ensures
that all messages are available at their destinations before starting the next superstep. The effect of
the computer architecture is expressed by the parameters g and l, which are increasing functions of
p. Such values, along with the processor’s speed s (e.g. Mflops) can be empirically determinate for
each parallel computer by executing benchmark programs at installation time.

The running time for one BSP superstep can be expressed as

Tsstep = w + g · h+ l, (1)

where w is the maximum number of operations performed by any single processor within the
superstep, h is the maximum number of messages sent or received by any processor.
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Figure 2. BSP model.

3.3. Speedup and Isoefficiency

First, we review the concept and formulation of the isoefficiency metric, as defined in [36]. One
limiting factor for the scalability of parallel systems is the overhead. Let TS be the execution
time for the best known sequential algorithm to solve a problem, while TP is the time spent for
a parallel execution to solve the problem on a parallel computer with P processors. Then, the total
time collectively spent by all the processing elements is P.TP time units. TS time units are spent
with useful work, and the remainder is overhead. Thus, total overhead of a parallel system can be
expressed by an overhead function

T0 = P.TP − TS . (2)

Similarly to [36], we assume that each basic computation step of an algorithm takes one time unit
to execute. Other constant-based costs, such as the cost to transmit one word or to set up a message
for transmission, can be normalized with respect to the basic computation time. In this case we can
assume that the workload W is Θ(TS), and parallel runtime can be defined as

TP =
TS + T0(W,P )

P
, (3)

and the notion of scalability can be measured by the speedup (S), defined as:

S =
W

TP
=

P.TS
W + T0(W,P )

. (4)
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Once speedup has been defined, we can define scalability as ”the system ability to increase
speedup as the number of processors increase" [53]. Efficiency (E) can then be denoted as:

E =
S

P
=

W

W + T0(W,P )
=

1

1 + T0(W,P )/W
. (5)

For scalable parallel systems, efficiency can be maintained at some desired level (between 0 and
1) if the ratio T0(W,P )/W can be maintained at some fixed value as the number P of processors is
increased. Depending upon the parallel system and on the algorithm, W must grow exponentially to
keep E constant. It means that this system needs enormous workloads to scale. On the other hand,
if the growing rate of W needs to grow less or equal than O(P ), then the system is highly scalable.
With this idea in mind, Kumar and Rao proposed the isoefficiency concept [53]. The basic idea is to
fix the efficiency and measure how much work must be increased to keep the efficiency unchanged
as the number of machines scale up. Then, isolating W from Equation 5, we obtain the following
expression for the isoefficiency function:

f(P ) = KT0(W,P ) =
E

1− E
T0(W,P ). (6)

where K = E/(1−E) is a constant value dependent on the desired efficiency level. Thus, the
isoefficiency function f(P ) relates the number of machines P to the amount of work needed to
maintain the efficiency. It shows the growth rate of W necessary to maintain the desired efficiency
value as P increases.

4. ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THE PLATFORM AND APPLICATION MODELS

In this section we present the main assumptions regarding the platform and application models,
which provide the basis for the scalability analysis presented in Sections 5 and 6. We should point
out that such assumptions are not necessarily valid for any Hadoop application (e.g., the application
presented in Section 7).

In Section 5 and Section 6, our objective is to investigate the scalability asymptotic bounds for
computations based on pure MapReduce model, as originally proposed by Dean and Ghemawat
(2004). Thus, in order to devise a simple and tractable model which captures only the essential
characteristics of MapReduce model, we abstracted from many optimization and implementation
details which are usually realized in frameworks such as Hadoop. Furthermore, assumptions such
as homogeneous processors, perfect load balancing, and no disk overhead are considered in order
to show under which conditions the best possible scalability could be achieved for MapReduce
computations.

4.1. Platform Model

For the theoretical analysis presented in this paper, we assume a platform composed of P =

{p1, . . . , pp} homogeneous processors. Each processor performs at least a map and a reduce task.
The input collection is composed of N = n1, . . . , nn data items which are evenly (and previously)
distributed among the processors and stored on their respective local disks.
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Regarding I/O processing, it is worth emphasizing that, in the best possible case, local I/O
writing may be deferred until the disk is available [73] due to I/O caches. Therefore, under specific
conditions it is possible to assume that local I/O processing time is negligible. In [47], it was shown
that local HDFS read operations can have a similar behaviour through the implementation of direct
I/O. We should also mention that block replication in HDFS can be deferred as well. Indeed, in
[47], the authors concluded that the I/O mode (direct I/O vs. streaming I/O for remote reads) is
not a major factor in the performance evaluation of MapReduce/Hadoop. In this paper, we consider
that I/O processing time both after Map (local) and Reduce (Distributed File System) steps are not
relevant for the scalability analysis presented in the following sections. The rationale for this come
from some optimizations which are commonly implemented in map reduce frameworks such as
Hadoop:

• First, computation is co-located with input data, i.e., map tasks are scheduled to execute in the
same nodes were their input data is located. MapReduce assumes that each node has its own
local disk, which can be used to store input data. In the best possible case all map tasks are
local, and there are no delays in task execution due to input data transfer. Notice that input data
sets are uploaded and spread over the local disks of the processing nodes (and then replicated)
by the HDFS.

• Disk latency may be significantly reduced when sequential read/write access pattern is
dominant. Sequential disc operation may be as much as 150,000 times faster than random
access to disks in modern computers [44], which makes input data reading before map phase
and output after reduce phase very efficient, even for less computational intensive map tasks
[58].

• For well tuned applications, it is possible to minimize the cost of writing map outputs to the
disk at the end of the Map phase. Map outputs can be written to a in-memory circular buffer to
be transmitted to reduce tasks. When this buffer fills up, data is spilt † to the disk. Furthermore,
disk access cost can be reduced by compressing the spilt data ‡. In the best possible case, for
well tuned applications, the disk writing cost at the end of map tasks can be neglected.

4.2. Application Model

We also define a set of assumptions related to MapReduce applications for the theoretical analysis
that follows. We consider that number of map tasks is greater than the number of processors
(M > P ), otherwise there will be idle processors when the number of processors increase. We also
assume that the number of data items is significantly greater than the number of maps (N �M), so
that each map task executes a significant amount of work. We assume that each output data produced
by one map is sent only once, for one reduce task (i.e., there is no replication of map outputs to more
than one reducer). In other words, we assume that the replication rate of MapReduce algorithms
considered in the theoretical analysis is 1. The replication rate of a MapReduce algorithm gives the
average number of reducers each input is sent to. The replication rate is highly impacting on the
amount of data sent during the intermediate phase, and on the application scalability [3].

†Disk writings in this case are named spill in Hadoop related literature
‡Data compression in this case can be enabled by the parameter mapped thus preventing from disk writing [83]
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5. ESTIMATING COST FOR MAPREDUCE OPERATIONS BASED ON BSP

One purpose of this study is to assess the scalability limits of MapReduce applications when those
applications can be modeled as BSP jobs. Such limits can be expressed by the lower bounds on
the isoefficiency function under specific circumstances. First, we assume a MapReduce application
composed of one single round of a map step and a reduce step executing on P homogeneous and
dedicated processors that communicate through an homogeneous interconnection network (e.g.,
similar to computers in a datacenter site). In the following, we propose a definition of Scalable
MapReduce Computation (SMC).

Definition 5.1. Scalable MapReduce Computation (SMC): The input data to be processed by
a SMC is composed by N data items previously copied on local disks of P homogeneous and
dedicated processors. For the execution of the map phase, all P processors receive the same amount
of data items to execute and every data item takes the same time to process (i.e. no data skewness),
so that the load is perfectly balanced among the processors. Also, we assume that the map operation
performed on each data item (i.e. on each key-value pair) is memoryless and only depends on this
data item (i.e no memory is maintained along several invocation of the map function. Likewise, for
the execution of the reduce phase all the P processors receive the same amount of work to execute
so that load is also perfectly balanced within this phase. Under such assumptions, the duration of
the map phase is minimum, as well as the duration of the reduce phase. As stated in subsection 4.2,
the replication rate of a SMC is 1.

Given this definition, we can find a lower bound on the isoefficiency function for MapReduce
applications as follows.

Lemma 5.1. Given a communication infrastructure that takes time TComm to send data from map
to reduce tasks and takes time TSync to synchronize the end of the map stage and the beginning of the
reduce stage in a MapReduce round, the lower bound on the isoefficiency function for a MapReduce
application running on this platform with P processors is Ω(P + TComm + TSync). §

Proof
First, we simulate a SMC as a BSP computation composed of two supersteps. The first superstep
simulates the map phase, and the second simulates the reduce phase, as depicted in Figure 3. A
similar modeling is proposed in [70]. In the first superstep, each processor pi performs the map task
with Θ(N/P ) local data, then sorts the results with a cost of O(NP log N

P ) and sends O(P ) messages
of size O( NP 2 ) to every processor pj as input for the reduce tasks. We should point out that the sort
(resp., merge) of the shuffle phase is considered to take part at the map (resp., reduce) superstep.

In the second superstep, each processor receives O(P (N/P 2)) data, merges the results in time
O(NP ), and performs the reduce task in time O(NP ). Afterwards, a disk operation can be required.

The problem size must grow at least as Ω(P ), otherwise eventually there will be idle processors
as P increases. Let TS be the runtime of the best-known sequential algorithm, which is a function
of N , the number of input data items to be processed, and let TP be the parallel runtime for a SMC
running on P processors. As each input data item requires at least one computing operation, we have

§The communication time (TComm) and the synchronization time (TSync) will be discussed in details in Section 6
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SStep:1
P1 P2 ... Pp

M(N/P) M(N/P) ... M(N/P) --> map operation
sort sort ... sort --> cost:N/P logN/P

send(p1,N/P^2) send(p1,N/P^2) ... send(p1,N/P^2)
send(p2,N/P^2) send(p2,N/P^2) ... send(p2,N/P^2)

... ... ...
send(pp,N/P^2) send(pp,N/P^2) ... send(pp,N/P^2)

------------------------------------- Synchronization
SStep:2

recv(p1,N/P^2) recv(p1,N/P^2) ... recv(p1,N/P^2)
recv(p2,N/P^2) recv(p2,N/P^2) ... recv(p2,N/P^2)
... ... ...

recv(pp,N/P^2) recv(pp,N/P^2) ... recv(pp,N/P^2)
merge merge ... merge --> cost: N/P
R(N/P) R(N/P) ... R(N/P)
disk(D) disk(D) ... disk(D) --> this operation

can be neglected

Figure 3. One MapReduce round represented as two BSP supersteps: columns illustrate operations
performed by each processor.

TS = Ω(N). Remind that the amount of data items (N ) need to grow at least as Θ(P ), otherwise
there will be idle processors as P increases and the efficiency cannot be maintained. Thus, we can
assume that TS = Θ(P ). Thus, by replacing these cost values in Equation 2, the overhead function
can be expressed as:

T0 = P.TP − TS

= P
(

Θ

(
N

P
+
N

P
log

N

P
+ TComm +

N

P
+ TSync

))
−Θ(P )

= Θ

(
P + P.TComm + P.TSync

)
−Θ(P )

= Θ

(
P.TComm + P.TSync

)
(7)

and the isoefficiency function for MapReduce applications under such conditions can be defined as

f(P ) = KT0(W,p)

= Θ(P.TComm + P.TSync).

Hence, the overhead T0 for SMC programs with both map and reduce stages is highly dependent
on both the communication and synchronization costs. In this scenario, the application scales only if
T0 can be maintained constant as P increases. Otherwise the overhead will increase above Θ(P ) and
the isoefficiency function should grow fast enough to prevent the ratio T0/W from increasing as P
increases. In other words, the overhead T0 should not grow faster than P , otherwise the application
will not scale.
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Although the cost for disk operation is mentioned in this model, it will be ignored from this point
on in our analysis, following the discussion presented in subsection 4.1. Hence, when no disk access
is required in the second super step, parallel runtime is:

TP = TMap + TSort + TComm + TSync + TMerge + TReduce + TSync. (8)

The above cost expression will be used in our further analysis.

5.1. Bounds for reduceless SMC

Some MapReduce applications do not have reduce tasks, so that map outputs are written directly
to disk (one file per map task) [58]. Such applications exist and they are one possible variation
from the "canonical" MapReduce processing flow, for embarrassingly parallel problems, such as
independently processing a large number of images of a large text collection. Such a pattern may be
very common.

Theorem 5.2. The lower bound on the isoefficiency function for a reduceless SMC program to
process N data items running on a platform with P processors is Ω(P ).

Proof
Consider a SMC program that does not have reduce tasks, and whose map output is written directly
to disk (one file per map task). In this case, the overall cost expressed by equation 8 can be reduced
to TP = TMap + TSort. The problem size N must be significantly greater than P (i.e., N � P ),
otherwise eventually there will be idle processors as P increases. Thus, we assume N = Θ(P ).

Let TS be the runtime of the best-known sequential algorithm, which is a function of N the
number of input data items to be processed. As each input data item requires a constant number of
computing operations (remember that the map function is stateless and only depends on one input
data item), we have TS = Θ(P ). Thus, substituting these cost values in Equation 2, the overhead
function can be expressed as:

T0 = P.TP − TS

= P
(

Θ

(
N

P
+
N

P
log

N

P

))
−Θ(P )

= Θ

(
N +N log

N

P

)
−Θ(N)

= Θ(P + P − P )

= Θ(P ).

And the isoefficiency function for MapReduce applications under such conditions can be defined as

f(P ) = KT0(W,p)

= K.P

= Θ(P )
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Therefore, the problem size W for reduceless SMC programs should be increased as Ω(P ) for two
reasons. First, we need to maintain the ratio T0/W as a non-increasing value when P increases.
Second, notice that the workload W must grow as Ω(P ) in order to keep the overhead T0 constant,
otherwise there will be idle processors when P increases. Under such circumstances MapReduce
applications are highly scalable. In other words, linear speedups can be achieved.

6. THE INFLUENCE OF COMMUNICATION AND SYNCHRONIZATION COSTS

In the previous section, two general lower bounds for MapReduce computations implemented as
BSP were demonstrated, without any assumption regarding the underlying network architecture
where the application executes. In contrast, in this section, a similar analysis wil be performed, but
assuming an underlying packet switched network where devices are organized in some form of tree
topology (e.g. fat-tree), that is frequently deployed in typical datacenters [7, 8, 37].

For a more detailed analysis on communication costs mentioned in Section 5 (in the proof of
Lemma 5.1), we highlight the following points:

i For the isoefficiency analysis we assume that the number of data items N must be significantly
larger than P (i.e., N � P ). However, it suffices to assume that N is Θ(P ) and thus the total
amount of output data sent by each individual processor does not increase when P increases.
Thus, the amount of data sent by each processor does not grow as P increases.

ii Remember that every processor sends O(P ) messages of size O(N/P 2). As a consequence,
the size of output messages sent by each processor decreases fast as P increases. The rate
at which messages sizes decrease depend on the assumption concerning the growth rate of
the input data (N ). If we assume that the problem size (N ) is fixed (as for most day-to-day
situation), then message size (N/P 2) will tend to O(1/P 2). In the second scenario, we assume
that N is Θ(P ) (as for the isoefficiency analysis) and thus the total amount of map output data
sent by each processor (N/P ) remains constant as P increases. In this scenario, map output
messages size decreases proportional to 1/P . In both scenarios there will be consequences on
the communication cost for large values of P , and the consequence is that the size of individual
messages will decrease, eventually becoming smaller than the maximum packet payload size
(MPPS). As current networking technologies generate packets with fixed size headers, the
reduction in the payload size may impact the communication cost.

iii The total number of output messages sent by all processors at the end of map phase grows as
Θ(P 2). Remember that for every new processor added to the platform, Θ(P ) new messages
must be sent to the other processors (in all-to-all pattern). Since the total amount of data
transmitted during the intermediate phase can rise at rate Θ(P ), the network can eventually
become congested.

iv The total amount of data items sent during the intermediate phase over the network increases
as O(P ). For each new processor added to the system, O(N/P ) data items are added to the
application workload (since N � P should be maintained).
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Hence, in this section we analyze the impact of the above points on the performance of
MapReduce computations, and its scalability.

6.1. The Communication Cost

In [36], a simple architecture-independent model is proposed for estimating the communication cost
for parallel computers. In this model, the cost for transferring a m-word message is given by

TComm = ts + tw ·m, (9)

where ts is the startup time, that is the time required to handle a message at the sending and receiving
nodes (adding header, trailer, and error correction information); tw is the per word transfer time,
given by 1/b, where b is the channel bandwidth expressed in words per second. It is possible to
design algorithms with this simple cost model and port it to any parallel computer, including those
whose networking topology implements a hypercube, mesh or a fat tree (which is typical for clusters
and data centers where MapReduce applications are executed).

Typically, MapReduce applications execute in datacenter composed of a set of machines
interconnected by high throughput switches organized in a tree topology (e.g., fat-tree) [37]. In
such a scenario, communication latency can be considered as proportional to a constant number of
hops, since the tree height can be kept constant for many hundreds of thousand machines. However,
the time for each processor to send its output data to other processors at the end of map phase should
be studied in more details.

First, remember that data is transmitted in packets composed by one fixed size header, and one
variable size payload. The time to transmit packets over the network is influenced by several delay
types, each type impacting the transmission time with different intensity [54]. For instance, queuing
delay (dqueue) may be negligible if the network is uncongested, while it may raise to hundreds
of milliseconds or even seconds depending upon the number of intermediate nodes (e.g. switches,
routers) and on their utilization (or congestion) level.

The processing delay (dproc ) is the time taken by networking devices (e.g., a switch or router)
to examine the packet’s header and determine where to direct the packet, plus the time to check
for bit-level errors in the packet that occurred in transmitting the packet’s bits from the upstream
node to router. Processing delays in high-speed networking devices are typically in the order of
microseconds or less for each packet. Thus, it is not significant for our analysis.

The propagation delay (dprop) is given by d/s, where d is the length of the physical link, and
s is the propagation speed of the signal on the physical medium, which is within the range 2 · 108

meters/sec to 3 · 108 meters/sec. For a typical computer cluster composed of machines within the
same datacenter (i.e., a few meters), (dprop ) is smaller than one microsecond. Thus, we assume that
(dprop ) is negligible.

Finally, we consider the transmission delay (dtrans ), which is composed of a few components
that deserve more attention in this scenario. Consider that a packet transmission can be divided in
two main steps. First, the packet should be assembled within the NIC memory (buffer), before its
transmission. This step includes the assembly of a number of bits that compose all the fixed size
fields of a packet (e.g., header, trailer), as well as the assembly of a variable size payload. The
second step is the effective data transmission, i.e., the coding of all bits that compose the packet as
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signals that are transmitted by the physical medium at some specific rate (i.e., at 1Gbps, 10 Gbps).
Thus, we can model TComm as

TComm = num_packets ∗ (H +D) +
num_packets ∗ packet_size

b
, (10)

where H is the time to assemble the packet header in the NIC memory buffer, D is the time
to assemble the packet payload in the NIC memory buffer, and b is network bandwidth. In fact,
packets are transmitted by the NIC in a first come first served policy, with some overlapping
between the packet assembly and packet transmission steps. Thus, TComm grows asymptotically
as O(Max{num_packets ∗ (H +D), (num_packets∗packet_size)/b}).

When the network operates at rate of Gigabits per second and large data volumes should be
transmitted, the impact of both packet assembly and packet transmission can become significant
to dproc. The analysis of the former component (num_packets ∗ (H +D)) may depend on many
variables. For instance, it depends on the speed that processors can assemble the bits that compose
packet headers and packet payloads. Also, it depends on the speed as the network I/O system can
copy packet bits into the NIC memory, which depends on how the software layers (e.g. device
drivers, the operating system, hypervisors) proceed to make this copy.

Before stepping into the different communication scenarios of interest, we need to estimate the
communication time of the shuffle phase TComm. First, remember that every processor receives
Θ(N/P) input data items in the map phase. Assuming that the size of its output is proportional to
the input size, we may consider the output data size also proportional to Θ(N/P). Assuming that the
output data of a SMC is balanced among all the P processors, then each processor will transmit P
messages of size Θ(N/P 2).

When the size of the messages (that isO(N/P 2)) is greater than the maximum packet payload size
of the network MPPS (i.e., when the messages are large enough to fill at least one or more packets),
the total number of packets transmitted by each processor is P · (dN/P2/MPPSe), and TComm can be
estimated by

TComm = Θ
(
Max{P ·

(
d

N
P 2

MPPS
e · (H +D)

)
,
N

P
· 1

b
}
)
. (11)

In summary, Equation 11 states that the communication cost TComm will be dominated by the
maximum between the cost for packet assembly, and the cost for packets transmission. See [61]
for further details on current state of the technology for high throughput packets transmission and
these costs. In the next section we will analyze in depth some specific circumstances regarding
communication cost.

6.2. Estimating the Synchronization Time (TSync)

The synchronization time TSync is influenced by the communication latency of the platform and
by the barrier algorithm. Latency depends on the topology diameter, i.e., the maximum number of
hops between any pairs of nodes. We assume that machines are placed within the same physical
datacenter facility, so that computers are typically interconnected by network switches and routers
organized in some form of tree topology. This operation requires all-to-all communication which
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can be optimistically implemented in time O(logP ) by organizing processors in a tree or hypercube
topology [36].

It is worth noticing that the focus of our analysis is the MapReduce model, instead of any of
its implementation frameworks. In the MapReduce model, the reduce computation cannot start
until the map tasks emit all of their output data. Under such conditions we consider that the
synchronization cost TSync is O(logP ). However, MapReduce implementations such as Hadoop
implement optimizations between the map and reduce phase that can significantly mitigate this
synchronization cost. These optimizations will be addressed in future work.

6.3. Scalability Bounds for MapReduce Applications when the network is not congested

In this section we define some lower bounds on the isoefficiency function for MapReduce
applications under some specific scenarios. We assume that data messages are broken into packets
and transmitted within a datacenter network.

Theorem 6.1. The lower bound on the isoefficiency function for a SMC to process N data items
running on a platform with P processors isO(P · logP ) when the network is not congested and the
size of messages in the intermediate phase is larger than the maximum packet payload size of the
network (MPPS).

Proof

Consider a SMC program with both map and reduce tasks running on P homogeneous and
dedicated processors and whose overall computational cost may be expressed as in equation 8.
Under such circumstances, problem size N must grow at least as Θ(P ), otherwise eventually there
will be idle processors as P increases. It follows that TMap = Θ(NP ) = Θ(1). In other words, under
ideal conditions the execution time and output size of the map tasks running on each processor can
be maintained constant as more processors are added to the platform. Assuming that all processors
execute reduce tasks and SMC has perfect load balancing during the map phase and during the
reduce phase, then TSort, TMerge, and TReduce are all Θ(NP ) = Θ( c·PP ) = Θ(1), i.e. such costs can
be maintained constant when P increases.

Because the size (N/P 2) of individual output messages sent by the processors is greater than
the maximum packet size (MPPS), and the total output size of each processor (N/P ) remains

constant as P increases, then the first component of Equation 12 (i.e., P ·
(
d

N
P2

MPPS e · (H +D)

)
)

will reduce to a constant value. In fact, since both the output size (NP ) and network bandwidth (b)
are constant, the second term will also reduce to constant. Thus, we can estimate TComm as:

TComm = Θ
(
Max{P ·

(
d

N
P 2

MPPS
e · (H +D)

)
,
N

P
· 1

b
}
)

(12)

= Θ
(
Max{c1, c2 ·

1

b
}
)

(13)

= Θ(1). (14)
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Then, substituting TSync (estimated in Section 6.2) and TComm (Equation 12) in Equation 8, we
have TP = Θ(logP ) and the overhead can be estimated as follows:

T0 = P.TP − TS (15)

= P · (Θ(logP ))−Θ(P )

= Θ(P · logP )−Θ(P )

= Θ(P · logP ).

Hence, even when the network in not congested, the SMC application is perfectly balanced, and
the output messages from the map phase are greater than the maximum packet size (MPPS), the
isoefficiency function f(P ) is Ω(P · logP ). In other words, even in the best possible scenario the
workload should grow above the number of processors to pay the overhead and to maintain the
ratio T0/W at some fixed value. In this scenario, MapReduce applications present poor scalability
dominated by the synchronization cost. It is worth noticing that this result is valid for synchronous
MapReduce applications.

6.4. Cost-optimality of MapReduce programs

A parallel system can be considered cost optimal if its cost for solving a problem has the same
asymptotic growth (in terms of Θ) as a function of the problem size as the fastest-known sequential
algorithm on a single processing element [53]. In other words, a parallel system can be considered
cost-optimal if and only if

pTP = Θ(W ). (16)

Then, substituting TP for the right-hand side of Equation 3, we get the following

W + T0(W,p) = Θ(W )

T0(W,p) = O(W ). (17)

Equation 17 suggests that MapReduce applications can be cost-optimal if and only if its overhead
cost does not exceed the problem size. This can be accomplished only if the communication and
synchronization costs (which are the most expensive costs that compose the overhead function
in Equation 7) is Θ(1). Under these conditions, both Equations 16 and 17 will be satisfied,
and MapRecuce applications can be cost-optimal. As we discuss in further sections, MapReduce
implementations (such as Hadoop) are very successful in mitigating both the communication and
synchronization costs as we discuss further.

6.5. Scalability Bounds for MapReduce Applications when messages are fragmented in small
packets

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, the messages sent by the map tasks tend to decrease
when the number of processors P increases. There are two scenarios of interest to be discussed. In
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the first scenario we consider that workload grows as Θ(P ) (as for the isoefficiency analysis). In
this case the size of output messages decrease proportional to O(1/P ). The second scenario is even
worse. When we consider that workload size N is fixed, the messages size decrease proportional
to O(1/P 2). In both scenarios, the map output messages will eventually become smaller than the
maximum packet payload size (MSST) as P increases.

Theorem 6.2. The lower bound on the isoefficiency function for a SMC to process N data items
running on a platform with P processors isO(P 3) when the network is not congested and the size of
messages in the intermediate phase is smaller than the maximum packet payload size of the network
(MPPS).

Proof
Remember that the total amount of output data sent by each processor is fixed Θ(NP ). As the
number of processors P increases, the size of the individual output messages will reduce, eventually
becoming smaller than MPPS. Because SMC applications has perfect load balancing in the reduce
phase, every processor executes at least one reduce task that needs to receive at least one message
from every P processors. Under such conditions, the total number of messages (and packets)
transmitted in the system will grow as Ω(P 2). Since every packet has a minimum fixed cost H ,
then we can estimate TComm as follows:

TComm = O
(
Max{P ·

(
P · (H +D)

)
,
N

P
· 1

b
}
)

(18)

= O
(
Max{P 2 ·H, c2 ·

1

b
}
)

(19)

= O(P 2). (20)

As parallel runtime TP is given by Equation 18, then by substituting the cost values in Equation 7
the overhead function can be expressed as:

T0 = P.TP − TS (21)

= P · (Θ(P 2) + Θ logP )−Θ(P )

= Θ(P 3) + Θ(P · logP )−Θ(P )

= Θ(P 3).

Therefore, when processors send map output messages smaller than the maximum packet size
(MPPS), the isoefficiency function f(P ) is O(P 3). In other words, MapReduce applications are
not scalable under this circumstance.

6.6. Scalability Bounds when the Network Reaches Congestion

In the previous section, we assumed that the network is uncongested during the intermediate phase.
However, when ratio at which output data is produced (by all processors) in the map phase exceeds
the network bandwidth (b), then the communication time (TComm) can rise, loosing scalability.
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Theorem 6.3. The lower bound on the isoefficiency function for a SMC to process N data items
running on a platform with P processors is O(P 2) when the network reaches congestion.

Proof
Because the size (N/P 2) individual output messages sent by the processors is greater than the
maximum packet size (MPPS), and the total output size of each processor (N/P ) remains constant

as P increases, the first component of Equation 22 (i.e., P ·
(
d

N
P2

MPPS e · (H +D)

)
) can be reduced

to a constant value. Until this point, the proof is similar to theorem 6.1. However, the analysis of the
second component is not the same. The output size (NP ) remains constant. However, when the total
amount of map output data transmitted by all the processors exceeds the transmission capacity of the
network, then the effective bandwidth per processor will decrease. In the worst case, the effective
bandwidth available for each processor may decrease as O( bP ). Hence, we can estimate TComm as:

TComm = O
(
Max{P ·

(
d

N
P 2

MPPS
e · (H +D)

)
,
N

P
· 1
b
P

}
)

(22)

= O
(
Max{P · c1, c2 ·

1
b
P

}
)

(23)

= O(P ). (24)

As mentioned in subsection 6.2, the synchronization time is negligible. Consequently, parallel
execution time TP can grow O(P ) as the number of processors P increase, and we can, thus,
estimate the isoefficiency function. Notice that the problem size N must be significantly greater
than P (i.e., N � P ), otherwise eventually there will be idle processors as P increases. As each
input data item requires at least one computing operation, we have TS = Ω(N). Remind that the
amount of data items (N ) need to grow at least as Θ(P ), otherwise there will be idle processors as
P increases and the efficiency cannot be maintained. Therefore, we can assume that TS = Θ(P ).
Finally, as parallel runtime TP is given by Equation 8, by substituting these cost values in Equation
2, the overhead function can be expressed as:

T0 = P.TP − TS
= P · (O(P ) +O(logP ))−Θ(P )

= O(P 2) +O(P · logP )−Θ(P )

= O(P 2).

Hence, when the map phase produces output data with ratio higher than the network capacity
to transmit, isoefficiency function f(P ) is O(P 2). In other words, under such circumstances, the
amount of work needed in order to pay the overhead and to maintain the ratio T0/W at some fixed
value may increase at rates at most O(P ). MapReduce applications are not scalable under such
conditions.
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7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In previous sections we demonstrated some lower bounds on the isoefficiency of MapReduce
applications under specific circumstances and that communication and synchronization prevent
application that implement both the map and reduce phases from scaling linearly. However,
MapReduce implementation such as Hadoop are prodigious in mitigating such costs by overlapping
computation and communication tasks, by compressing data sent over the network, and other
optimizations. In this section we focus on the scalability analysis of MapReduce applications using
an experimental approach that better captures such optimizations with better accuracy and realism.

The first experiment was conducted on a local 32 node cluster. Each node has 2 AMD Opteron
246 processors with 8 GB of memory, 4 250 GB SATA disks, and 1Gbps network interfaces. The
network is implemented by Gigabit Ethernet switches. The servers run Linux CentOS and Hadoop
1.0.4. We executed experiments with the Terrier information retrieval system (http://terrier.org/) for
calculating inverted indexes. We chose inverted indexing application because: (i) it is relevant (e.g.
to implement Web search engines); (ii) requires high scalability when operating at Web scale; (iii)
Terrier is a mature and open source information retrieval system that implements efficient inverted
indexing algorithms whose performance has been tested and reported [62].

A subset of the ClueWeb 09 corpus has been chosen as the dataset for indexing.
ClueWeb09_English_1, a set of 50 million documents written in English which is an integral part
of the corpus ClueWeb09 ¶. This subset was used in several tracks of the conference TREC 2009
[14], being known as ClueWeb09 ’B’. The set ClueWeb09 complete, composed of a billion of Web
pages in 10 languages, was collected by a group from Carnegie Mellon University in early 2009.

The application was executed on the cluster with up to 32 nodes, and results are shown in Table I.
As we can observe, with 32 nodes, the map phase achieved speedup of 26.62, the reduce phase
achieved speedup of 18.26, and the general makespan achieved speedup of 16.02. This result,
including the sublinear speedup, is consistent to others experimental results found in the literature,
such as in [62]. For this experiment, the application was composed of 192 map tasks that received
input files around 178 MB compressed in zip format. Each file is read and inflated in memory
resulting in near 1 GB of input data per task. Compressing the input files is a good practice employed
in large scale deployments to improve performance. Map output data was also compressed for
transmission, resulting in chunks of 12.7 MB on average (i.e., the ratio between the output data
size and input data size is 0.01183) [62]. Compression of reduce output data can reduce costs for
writing output to disk. There are several optimizations implemented by Hadoop, such as overlapping
between computation and communication. The original MapReduce execution model states that the
reduce tasks cannot execute until the last output key-value pair is emitted by the map tasks. However,
it is possible to transmit key-value pairs to the nodes that will execute the reduce tasks in advance, as
soon as each map task complete its execution, thus overlapping the map phase with the transmission
of output data. Such implementation details impact the application scalability.

Empirical methods will hardly provide amounts of computational resources for the study of
scalability limits. To circumvent this limitation, we combine simulation and empirical methods
to evaluate the scalability of MapReduce applications on a meaningful number of machines. We

¶See http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/Data/clueweb09/.
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Table I. Execution times of the map phase, reduce phase, and total makespan on a cluster with 1 to 32
nodes.The values represent the average makespan for ten runs.

# of nodes Map phase (s) Reduce phase (s) Total makespan
01 17,305 18,173 19,088
04 4,582 4,739 5,188
08 2,398 2,644 2,850
12 1,626 1,881 2,088
16 1,170 1,540 1,744
20 953 1,327 1,535
24 790 1,173 1,364
28 766 1,013 1,218
32 650 995 1,192

Table II. Accuracy of the Execution times of the map phase, reduce phase, and total makespan on a cluster
with 1 to 32 nodes.

# of nodes Makespan for Makespan simulated (s) Error (%)
real execution (s)

01 19,088 19,248 0.83
04 5,188 5,127 0.17
08 2,850 2,871 0.73
12 2,088 2,095 0.33
16 1,744 1,739 0.28
20 1,535 1,528 0.45
24 1,364 1,373 0.07
28 1,218 1,207 0.91
32 1,192 1,188 0.33

used MRSG (MapReduce over SimGrid)[52]. As the name suggests, MRSG is a framework that
simulates MapReduce applications on top of SimGrid, a validated and widely used tool for the
accurate simulation of large scale distributed systems [10]. Before running experiments, it is
necessary to calibrate the simulator to reproduce the behavior of the real system. The calibration
process comprises the setup of the architecture resources (number and capacity of machines,
network links and topology) and application parameters, such as the number and amount of work of
map and reduce tasks, the size of input data files, the amount of output data (produced by the map
tasks) sent over the network, among others. The calibration process is iterative and finishes when the
simulator can mimic the real system with acceptable accuracy. Table II shows the accuracy achieved
in the calibration process.

After the calibration, we simulated the inverted indexing of 100 TB of input data (i.e., 100,000
map tasks) increasing the cluster size up to 10,000 machines. The execution times are shown in
Table II and in Figure 4. As depicted in Figure 4, the map phase achieved near to linear speedup,
while the reduce phase could not achieve speedups above 300. The bottleneck in the reduce stage
lead to poor scalability of the overall application.

The bottleneck is due to the lack of parallelism in the reduce phase. The application simulated on
top of MRSG implements only 26 reduce tasks (for terms starting with the 26 letters of the alphabet).
This bottleneck could easily be removed by increasing the number of reduces to 676, simulating a
partitioner that looks to the first two characters of each term to decide which reduce task it should be
sent to. The result is illustrated in Figure 5, and a new bottleneck limited the speedup around 600.
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Figure 4. Simulation Results
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Figure 5. Speedup for the application with increased parallelism in the reduce phase.

Another bottleneck is not related to the degree of parallelism in the reduce phase but it is due to
network congestion. As the number of reduces increased, the capacity to process data in the reduce
phase was increased. However, the network did not provide enough performance to deliver the data
transmitted in the intermediate phase. In the next experiment we changed the Ethernet switch for an
Infiniband switch with bandwidth of 300 Gbps, and network latency of 100 nanoseconds. The result
is depicted in Figure 6.

In summaryn in this section we have shown how simulation tools can be used for evaluating
scalability of MapReduce applications in more realistic scenarios. First, we experimented with a real
and well optimized application. To circumvent our limitation of physical resources, we calibrated
a simulator to carry out experiments with thousands of machines with reasonable confidence about
its accuracy. Simulation experiments confirmed that (i) under specific circumstances, MapReduce
applications can achieve linear, or near-to-linear speedups, even for thousands of machines; (ii) even
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Figure 6. Speedup results for the application executing on a cluster with Infiniband.

for very optimized applications, network congestion is a major drawback for large scale MapReduce
computations, and (iii) although theoretical results show that synchronization cost can dominate
the execution of the application, Hadoop implements optimizations that significantly mitigate these
costs.

8. COMMENTS ON THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The BSP cost analysis presented in Sections 5 and 6 demonstrated that, in the best case, the lower
bound on the isoefficiency function for MapReduce computations is Ω(P logP ). Those results have
been obtained under the assumptions discussed in Section 4 implying that, under such conditions,
speedup stays far below linear. On the other hand, the experiments presented in the previous section
suggest it is possible to achieve speedups near to linear. This apparent discrepancy can be explained
as follows.

BSP was adopted to model MapReduce computations because it is regarded as an abstract model
for the hardware and software of parallel computing and it is both architecture-independent and
scalable. It offers great simplicity, power, and portability for modeling a broad variety of parallel
computations executing on shared-nothing multiprocessor hardware. Furthermore, BSP prescribes
that the next superstep only commences after completion of the barrier synchronization in the end of
the previous superstep. Messages sent in the previous superstep are available at the destination only
at the start of the next superstep. Such a synchronous behavior allows BSP to mimic MapReduce
computations as originally defined in [17], when reduce tasks cannot execute until the last output
key-value pair is emitted by the map tasks.

However, MapReduce implementation frameworks may deploy many optimization strategies for
performance improvement. For instance, some strategies anticipate the transmission of output data
emitted by the map tasks (as presented in [83], pg. 208-2011, and in [27, 15]). Those strategies
aim to mitigate performance losses due to the transmission of large data volumes over the network.
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They can also anticipate reduce tasks readiness, thus allowing some overlapping between the map
and reduce stages and reducing the barrier cost between these two stages.

Executing mappers and reducers together during two consecutive synchronizations of processors
(BSP superstep) is intended to increase slackness, to improve load balancing, and/or to increase
processor utilization. In such a situation, the BSP cost model used is still capable of supporting the
conclusions of the paper. We observe two cases: (1) If during a given superstep in each processor
i one mapper Mi and one reducer Ri are executed so that one is executed after the other, then
in asymptotic terms this is equivalent to perform two supersteps, one for executing Mi and the
another for executing Ri. Such a case becomes equivalent to the case studied in the paper. Namely,
the total asymptotic cost remains the same since it is O(maxMi + maxRi) with maximum taken
considering all processors i. (2) If the execution of Mi and Ri are in some way overlapped, then
the cost of the superstep is modeled as max{Mi, Ri} which does not affect the asymptotic trend for
the scalability predicted in the paper because in this case the most costly asymptotic trend will still
dominate the total cost O(max(max{Mi, Ri})) for all processors i.

Finally, the asymptotic results presented in Sections 5 and 6 could be eventually refined with some
hidden constant factors to provide more accurate estimates for the involved costs. On the theoretical
side, our study provides important estimates on the computational cost of oblivious MapReduce
computations, when most information about the particular application are unknown. On the other
hand, the simulation approach presented in Section 7 is useful for evaluating several realistic what-if
scenarios when most information about the application and platform is known.

9. CONCLUSION

MapReduce is a parallel computing framework proposed to execute computations that process
large amounts of data on thousands of machines. The framework, and its implementations (e.g.
Hadoop) support several techniques and optimizations that support the execution of highly scalable
applications. In this paper we formally demonstrated lower bounds on the isoefficiency function
for single round MapReduce applications, whenever these applications can be modelled as BSP
jobs. BSP was chosen as modelling paradigm because it is a well established model for parallel
computations. In this work, we also showed and proved how communication and synchronization
costs can be dominant for MapReduce computations. To our knowledge, this is the first study that
demonstrates scalability bounds for MapReduce applications. These results are useful for further
asymptotic analysis of MapReduce application executions.

On the other hand, MapReduce implementations such as Hadoop can mitigate such costs
to approach linear, or near-to-linear speedups. In some scenarios, the modeling of MapReduce
applications as BSP jobs overestimate synchronization costs, and the analysis proposed in this paper
does not hold. We also pointed out some conditions which can prevent MapReduce applications
from scaling. The scalability analysis of MapReduce applications under those specific circumstances
will be the subject of future work.
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